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ABSTRACT
In this paper we consider the problem of image encoding with side
information at the decoder, where the side information is an integer
shifted version of the image at the encoder. The encoder is asked to
send the shift of its own image with respect to the side information
which is only available at the decoder. We propose a solution based
on the encoding of the phase sign of the DFT coefficients, taken at
exponentially spaced positions. We first introduce the method under
ideal hypothesis, i.e. noiseless conditions without border effects,
giving a theoretical foundation to the technique. Then, we consider
the more realistic case of noisy images with border effects, showing
the effectiveness of the proposed method.
Index Terms— Image processing, video signal processing.
1. INTRODUCTION
The field of distributed source coding (DSC), initiated by Slepian
and Wolf in their famous work [1], has received a lot of attention in
recent years. Many researchers have been investigating the possible
application of the theoretical results to concrete problems, distrib-
uted image and video coding being probably the most studied ones.
The idea of using DSC methods for single source video coding was
first proposed independently in [2] and [3], see [4] for an overview
of the problem. The problem of distributed coding of images was
studied for example in [5] while the method proposed in [2] was ap-
plied to this problem in [6]. A different approach was proposed in
[7] and further works have been studying the problem of distributed
video coding in multi-camera systems, see for example [8].
A fundamental problem encountered in both the fields of distrib-
uted image and video coding is the need of performing compensa-
tions at the decoder. In the case of single camera video sequences,
for example, a classic non-distributed coding technique consists in
performing a motion compensation first and then encoding the pre-
diction error. In a distributed system the motion compensation must
be performed at the decoder, without having actually access to the
frame to be predicted. A similar fact holds for the problem of dispar-
ity compensation at the decoder. Consider that motion and disparity
compensations are combinations of simple “shift” compensations on
different portions of frames. So, in order to study an efficient way
to perform motion and disparity compensation at the decoder, we
should first find a solid solution to the problem of performing shift
compensation.
In this paper we are thus interested in a simple problem of “dis-
tributed shift encoding” which can be summarized in the following
way. Two images x and y are obtained by cropping a common scene
from two displaced positions. Supposing that the y image is avail-
able at the decoder, we want to find an efficient strategy for commu-
nicating to it the shift of x with respect to y.
In the whole paper we use the following notations: ‘log(·)’ is the
base-2 logarithm; for an integer m, ‘{·}m’ indicates the modulo-m
operation; the symbol ‘
2pi
=’ indicates a modulo-2pi congruence and
we consider phases to always take values on the interval [−pi, pi].
2. DISTRIBUTED SHIFT CODING: 1-D CASE
Suppose we have two N -point signals x(·) and y(·) which differ
only by a circular shift s, with 0 ≤ s < S, S < N , i.e.:
x(n) = y({n− s}N ), n = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1.
For the sake of simplicity, let us consider the case when both N and
S are powers of 2. Suppose an encoder has to communicate x to a
decoder, using y as side information. If y is available to both encoder
and decoder, and if s is uniformly distributed between 0 and S − 1,
then log(S) bits are needed for encoding x, as it is only necessary
to specify the value of s. Suppose now y is only available to the
decoder. Supported by distributed source coding theory, one may
wonder whether it is still possible to encode x - or equivalently s -
using only log(S) bits. We now prove that this is indeed possible
and, in addition, that the solution is not even unique.
First note that if the shape of x and y is a priori known to both
encoder and decoder, then the problem is quite trivial. It is only
necessary that the encoder and the decoder agree on one particular
point p of the shape and use the following strategy. Let px and py be
the position of p in x and y respectively; the encoder sends the value
of {px}S and the decoder estimates s as sˆ = {py − {px}S}S . The
obtained result satisfies 0 ≤ sˆ < S and it is congruent to s modulo
S, so that we necessarily have sˆ = s.
On the contrary, if the shape of x is not known a priori, the
problem becomes more interesting and it must be treated in a differ-
ent way. An immediate idea is to work in the DFT phase domain.
LetX(·) and Y (·) be the DFT of x and y respectively, and, for every
k, let ΦX(k) and ΦY (k) be the phase of the coefficient X(k) and
Y (k) respectively. From the shift hypothesis on x and y, the phases
of the DFT are related by the following equation
ΦX(k)
2pi
= −
2pisk
N
+ΦY (k). (1)
In this section we show how it is possible to extract few bits from the
DFT phase so as to communicate the shift from encoder to decoder.
First note that, if we take k = 1, we have
ΦX(1)
2pi
= −2pi
s
N
+ΦY (1). (2)
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Fig. 1. Procedure for the decoding of the first three bits of s. In this case we had s = 3.
Now, given that s < N , for every value of s the value on the right
hand side of the eq. (2) determines a different point in the range
[−pi, pi], and the phases obtained for different values of s differ by
integer multiples of 2pi/N . So, in theory, if a quantization ΦˆX(1)
of ΦX(1) into 2pi/N -width intervals is known at the decoder, then
by using the value of ΦY (1) it is possible to recover the value of s.
Of course, in this case, ΦˆX(1) takes on N different values; anyway,
given that s < S, only the value of {ΦˆX(1)}S is really needed at
the decoder. So, only log(S) bits are required in order to quantize
ΦX(1) so that the decoder can recover the value of s. A careful
analysis shows that this method is not substantially different, from a
theoretical point of view, from the previously mentioned technique
involving the use of px and py . The advantage is that this second
method can be used unaltered independently from the shape of x.1
This strategy based on the quantization of ΦX(1), even if it is
theoretically valid under the assumed ideal hypothesis, has some dis-
advantages in terms of robustness, because it is based on an arbitrar-
ily precise evaluation of the phase of one coefficient. In the presence
of noise, or in the more concrete case where “non-circular” shifts
are involved, some phase “errors” are usually introduced, and in the
above scheme even a small error can cause a wrong extraction of the
value of s.
Here we propose a different method to extract the shift value,
which is based on a coarse quantization of more coefficients, rather
than on a fine quantization of only one coefficient. Let us consider
the phase of DFT coefficients taken at exponentially spaced posi-
tions, i.e.
ΦX(N/2),ΦX(N/4),ΦX(N/8), . . . ,ΦX(N/S).
We show that a 1-bit quantization of the above phases - for a to-
tal amount of log(S) bits - suffices to recover the value of s at the
decoder.
Let us write the binary representation of s as sqsq−1 · · · s1s0,
si ∈ {0, 1}, i = 0, . . . , q. First consider the N/2-th DFT coeffi-
1Actually this is not true in some pathological cases we are not interested
in. E.g., if the X(1) coefficient is exactly zero the method cannot be applied.
cient. For this coefficient eq. (1) becomes
ΦX(N/2)
2pi
= −pis+ΦY (N/2)
2pi
= −pis0 +ΦY (N/2).
It is clear that when ΦY (N/2) is known, the sign of ΦX(N/2)
uniquely determines the value of s0. So, one bit extracted from
ΦX(N/2) (i.e., the sign) allows to determine the least significative
bit of s at the decoder (see fig. 1(a) for an example). Now, by using
an iterated procedure, we show by induction that the binary repre-
sentation of s can be reconstructed from the signs of the considered
coefficients see fig. 1(b) and 1(c) for an example). In fact, supposing
that the bits s0, s1, . . . , sh−1 has been determined using the signs
of ΦX(N/2),ΦX(N/2
2), . . . ,ΦX(N/2
h), and consider the coeffi-
cientX(N/2h+1), we have that
ΦX(N/2
h+1)
2pi
= −pi
s
2h
+ΦY (N/2
h+1)
2pi
= −pish −
pi
2h
{s}2h +ΦYˆ (N/2
h+1).
Now, clearly {s}2h = sh−1 · · · s1s0 is known to the decoder, so that
the only unknown term in the right hand side of the above equation
is sh. So, again, the sign of ΦX(N/2
h+1) uniquely determines sh.
This proves that the log(S) bits that represent the signs of the phases
ΦX(N/2
i), i = 1, . . . , log(S), allow the decoder to reconstruct the
value of s.
3. 2-D AND APPLICATION TO IMAGES
3.1. Ideal case
In this section we apply the theoretical development presented in the
previous section to the practical problem of encoding the relative
shift between images. We first consider the ideal case where an im-
age x is obtained by applying a 2-dimensional circular shift to an N
by N image y. If v = (r, c) is the shift vector, where 0 ≤ r < R
and 0 ≤ c < C, with R < N and C < N , the relation between the
images is
x(n,m) = y({n− r}N , {m− c}N ), n,m = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1,
and the relation between the 2-dimensional DFT’s is now given by
ΦX(k, l) = −j
2pikr
N
− j
2pilc
N
+ΦY (k, l). (3)
It is easy to see from the above equation that the problems of de-
termining r and c can be separated. In fact, by taking for example
l = 0, we cancel the term including c, and we reduce eq. (3) to
an equivalent of eq. (1), where r plays the role of s. So, by taking
respectively l = 0 and k = 0, we can solve the problem of encod-
ing/decoding r and c independently. By applying the same technique
exposed in the previous section, the only required bits can thus be ex-
tracted from the DFT of x as the signs of the phases of vertical and
horizontal frequencies, i.e.,
ΦX(N/2, 0),ΦX(N/4, 0), . . . ,ΦX(N/R, 0),
ΦX(0, N/2),ΦX(0, N/4), . . . ,ΦX(0, N/C).
In this case, the total amount of required bits is log(R)+log(C). So,
the 2-dimensional problem in the ideal situation of noiseless circular
shifts is optimally solved exactly in the same way as in the 1-D case.
3.2. A more realistic scenario: adding redundancy
Now we apply the above insight to a more realistic situation where
the two images x and y are obtained by cropping a common scene
from two shifted positions. In this case, with respect to the ideal
setting considered before, the shift between x and y is not a circular
one; moreover, the two images are affected by noise. We model this
fact by saying that there is a scene z(n,m) and independent noises
nx, ny such that
y(n,m) = z(n,m) + ny(n,m), (4)
x(n,m) = z(n− r,m− c) + nx(n,m). (5)
An important element to clarify is that, under these different as-
sumptions, we are not anymore interested in using exactly log(R)+
log(C) bits in order to encode the shift. In fact, due to the noise
and to border effects, it is reasonable to allow the use of more bits in
order to encode the shift. Moreover, in this case, the values ofR and
C are assumed to be much smaller than N , because when R and C
get comparable with N the overlap between the x and y image gets
smaller and smaller. Finally, it is reasonable to assume that the num-
ber of required bits to encode the shift may depend on the strength
of the additive noise on the x and y images. So, for this practical
situation, we relax the problem to more informal constraints and we
aim at finding a robust strategy in order to use a small number of bits
to encode the shift between the images.2
The main idea for encoding the shift in this practical situation,
then, is to use the insight given by the theoretical development pro-
posed for the ideal case and “extend” the technique by increasing
its robustness. In order to do this, it is necessary to add redundancy
to the encoded data, as is usually done in channel coding. In our
scheme, when we considered the phase relation expressed by eq.
(3), we noted that it is possible to solve the problem separately for r
and c by putting l = 0 and k = 0 respectively, so as to use a mini-
mum number of bits. Now, given that we are looking for robustness,
it is very useful to go in the opposite direction and note the fact that
when l and k are both different form zero the value of the resulting
2We point out that, for e.g. a 256x256 image, reasonable values of R and
C would need to be smaller than 128, and thus log(R) + log(C) bits would
mean less than 14 bits.
(a) Image x (b) Image y
Fig. 2. Example of 256x256 x and y images cropped from the
512x512 “goldhill” image. Here we have r = 21, c = 36 and nx
and ny are independent white gaussian noises with σnx = σny = 2.
In this case 69 bits suffice to correctly detect the shift with the com-
putationally light decoder (in less than 1 second), while 39 bits suf-
fice in the case of the complex decoder (in more than 300 seconds).
phase is affected by both r and c. So, if instead of using only the co-
efficients associated to vertical and horizontal frequencies, as in eq.’s
(4), (4), we also consider “diagonal” frequency phases of the form
ΦX(N/2
i, N/2j), we actually add some sort of “parity-check” to
the code.
So, we need to extend the initial idea and to consider the general
case where we encode the sign of the phases of coefficientsΦX(k, l)
for values of k and l that are either 0 or powers of 2. In this case any-
way the procedure for the decoding of the bits of the shift becomes
much more involved and it is not possible to use a decoding tech-
nique as the one described for the ideal case. Here we actually find
that the performance of the coding technique is strongly related to
the computational complexity of the decoder.
In our problem, we consider full search methods where all pos-
sible values of r and c are tested so as to find the most plausible shift,
doing the equivalent operation of a minimum distance decoding in
channel coding. Here we propose two different full-search methods
which are associated to two different computational complexities for
the decoder, the more complex method having of course better per-
formance.
The main idea, which is common to both decoding techniques,
is that, theoretical discussions apart, we can see the bits extracted
from the phase of the x image as a hash of the image. At the decoder,
what we want to do is to estimate the shift that, applied to y, gives an
image with a hash similar to that of x. Actually, the image x and the
shift-compensated y will always coincide only in the central part, as
we cannot recreate at the decoder the portion of the x image located
on the disappeared border. So, in order to smooth the border effects
we can apply smoothing windows on the x and y images. For the x
image, the way the windowing operation is performed is not an issue;
we simply multiply the x image by the window before performing
the DFT operation. The way this smoothing window is used at the
decoder, instead, makes the difference between the complex and the
light methods proposed here.
We start by describing the more complex technique, which is
somehow also the most obvious one. The decoder consider all pos-
sible pairs of (r, c) values; for every one of them a circular shift by a
(r, c) vector is applied to y. The resulting image is multiplied by the
window so at to remove the border effects, it is transformed, and the
signs of the phase of the DFT coefficients are extracted. The ham-
ming distance of the obtained code from the one extracted from x is
then computed, and the values of r and c that minimize this distance
are kept as best estimate of the true shift components. Note that with
this technique, when the correct value of r and c are checked, the
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Fig. 3. Success/failures in the computationally light decoding of v,
depending on the amplitude of the shift and on the noise strength, for
different number of used bits. Images x and y were obtained here
by cropping the image “goldhill” in random positions. An asterisk
indicates a success while a circle indicates a failure. Note that the
axis scale is different for different number of bits used.
shifted and windowed image y differs from the windowed x mainly
only for the noise, the border effects being smoothed by the window.
This gives to the technique a great robustness. On the other hand,
the main disadvantage is that for every (r, c) pair a DFT must be
computed for the y image. This lead to a very high computational
complexity that may be considered as an intolerable drawback of this
method.
Thus, a possible different choice that we consider is a method
which has a much lower computational complexity but, on the other
hand, cannot reach the same performance of the previous one. In this
second scheme, the y image is multiplied by the window only once
at the beginning of the process, it is transformed, and the subset of
meaningful frequency coefficients is extracted. Then, for every (r, c)
pair, a circular shift on y by a (r, c) vector is implemented in this
subset of frequencies by multiplying the coefficients by appropriate
exponential factors. This lead to a different result than the the full
search method presented before, as the implementation of the shift
in the frequency domain is applied after the windowing operation,
and thus also the window is in this case shifted. The phase signs of
the the so obtained coefficients are then extracted and the hamming
distance from the code of x is computed. Again, the (r, c) pair that
gives the minimum distance from the x code is kept as estimate of
the shift vector. Note that in this case only one DFT is computed,
and the operations required for every (r, c) pair have much lower
computational complexity than in the previous method.
4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In order to show the effectiveness of the proposed method and to
evaluate the performance in a practical situation, we have run some
experiments on test images, and we report here one of these tests. We
have only performed extensive simulations using the computationally-
light proposed scheme, as the computationally complex scheme re-
quires too many operation to extensively study the performance for
different noise strength and shift amplitudes (see Fig. 2 for an exam-
ple of difference of performance of the two methods).
So, we have taken the 512x512 “goldhill” image, and we have
constructed the 256x256 x and y images by cropping portions of
“goldhill” and by adding independent white gaussian noise to them.
We have then applied the proposed computationally simple method
and we have checked whether it gave the right result or not. The
experiment was performed by testing, for different number of bits
used for the code, various shift vector lengths and increasing noise
amplitudes. The results are shown in Fig. (3), where we can see
that by increasing the number of bits of the code progressively from
25 to 81 we are able to correctly detect shift vectors with increasing
amplitudes and for increasing strength of the noise.
5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we have studied the problem of distributed encoding of
the shift between two signals, and we have applied the theoretical
discussion in order to construct a robust method for the distributed
encoding of the shift between images. The method is based on the
encoding of the sign of the phase of certain meaningful coefficients
of the DFT. Further work will be devote to the study of more general
phase sampling techniques, and to the application of the underlying
ideas to the problem of motion compensation and disparity compen-
sation at the decoder for single-camera and multi-camera distributed
video coding systems respectively.
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